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Abstract
The bibliography compilation on magnetic monopoles is updated
to include references from 2000 till mid 2011. It is intended to contain
all experimental papers on the subject and only the theoretical papers
which have specific experimental implications.
Introduction
Magnetic Monopoles (MMs) were introduced in 1931 by Dirac in order to
explain the quantization of the electric charge [31D1]. He established the
relation between the elementary electric charge e and a basic magnetic charge
g: e g = n~c/2 = ngD, where n is an integer, n = 1, 2, ..., gD = ~c/2e = 68.5e
is the unit Dirac charge.
The existence of magnetic charges and of magnetic currents would sym-
metrize in form Maxwell’s equations, but the symmetry would not be perfect
since numerically g >> e in the cgs symmetric system of units:
∇ · ~E = 4πρe ∇× ~B = 4πc ~je + ∂
~E
∂t




If the couplings are energy dependent they could converge to a single com-
mon value at very high energies [95D1].
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There was no prediction for the classical MM mass. A rough estimate,
obtained assuming that the classical monopole radius is equal to the classical
electron radius yields mM ≃ g
2me
e2
≃ n 4700 me ≃ n 2.4 GeV/c2. This mass
could be considerably larger if the basic charge is e/3 and n > 1.
Later, in 1974, t’Hooft and Polyakov [74H1, 74P1, 86C1] demonstrated
that MMs are natural solutions in Grand Unified Theories (GUT) of the
strong and electroweak interaction. The GUT unified group eventually breaks
spontaneously into subgroups, one of which could be the electromagnetic
U(1) subgroup. For instance starting with the SU(5) GUT group :
1015 GeV 102 GeV
SU(5) −→ SU(3)C × [SU(2)L × U(1)Y ] −→ SU(3)C × U(1)EM
10−35s 10−9s
(2)
The MM mass is related to the mass of the X, Y carriers of the unified
interaction, mM ≥ mX/G, where G is the dimensionless unified coupling
constant at energies E ≃ mX . If mX ≃ 1014 − 1015 GeV, G ≃ 0.025, and
the breaking yields immediatly a U(1) group, then mM > 10
16 − 1017 GeV.
Heavier MM masses are expected if gravity is brought into the unification
picture, and in some SuperSymmetric models. GUT MMs could only have
been produced in the very first instant of the Early Universe.
If the U(1) group would appear in a later phase transition, this could have
lead to the production of Intermediate Mass Monopoles (IMMs) [87L1, 01K1]
which could be multiply charged and have masses mM ∼ 107÷1013 GeV. For
example starting with the SO(10) GUT group one could have:
1015 GeV 109 GeV
SO(10) −→ SU(4)× SU(2)× SU(2) −→ SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)
10−35s 10−23s
(3)
These MMs may be accelerated to relativistic velocities in one galactic
magnetic field domain. It was hypothesized that very energetic IMMs could
yield the highest energy cosmic rays [00B6].
Electrically charged Monopoles, so-called Dyons, may arise as quantum
mechanical excitations or as M-p, M-nucleus composites (Monopole-Dipole
interaction).
Searches for Dirac Magnetic monopoles were mainly carried out at accele-
rators, at colliders in e+e−, e+p, pp and pp collisions. GUT and Intermediate
Mass MMs, given their large expected masses, can only be searched for as
relic particles from the Early Universe in the cosmic radiation.
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The main signature for MM detection is that they should be highly ioni-
zing. In fact, a fast MM with magnetic charge gD and velocity v = βc behaves
like an equivalent electric charge (ze)eq = gDβ losing energy mainly by ioni-
zation; thus for β > 10−1, the energy loss of a gD MM is ∼ (68.5)2 ∼ 4700
times that of a Minimum Ionizing Particle.
Slow poles, (10−4 < β < 10−2) lose energy by ionization or excitation of
atoms and molecules of the medium (“electronic” energy loss) or by yielding
kinetic energy to recoiling atoms or nuclei (“atomic” or “nuclear” energy
loss). Electronic energy loss predominates for β > 10−3. In noble gases and
for monopoles with 10−4 < β < 10−3 there is an additional energy loss due
to atomic energy level mixing and crossing (Drell effect).
At very low velocities (v < 10−4c), MMs may lose energy in elastic col-
lisions with atoms or with nuclei. The energy is released to the medium in
the form of elastic vibrations and/or infrared radiation [99D1].
In Fig. 1 are shown the main different energy loss mechanisms at work
in liquid hydrogen of a g = gD MM versus β [01G1].
Figure 1: The energy losses, in MeV/cm, of g = gD MMs in liquid hydrogen
vs β. Curve a) corresponds to elastic monopole–hydrogen atom scattering;
curve b) to interactions with energy level crossings; curve c) describes the
ionization energy loss.
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According to G. Lochak [07L1] the Dirac equation for massless particles
would lead to a massless leptonic magnetic monopole which interacts also
weakly. These monopoles may be considered as magnetically excited neutri-
nos, and could be produced by electromagnetic impulses leading to nuclear
trasmutation. For beta radioactive nuclei, e.m. pulses could shorten their
lifetimes with the emission, in a magnetic field, of monopoles instead of neu-
trinos. These statements are interesting, but need more solid experimental
cross checks.
There are also discussions in the condensed matter field about magnetic
monopoles as quasiparticles in Spin-Ice; classical analogues of these parti-
cles occurs as excitations of the topological ground state [08C1, 08G1, 09M3,
09J1], ...
Since the publications of t’Hooft and Polyakov [74H1, 74P1, 86C1] a very
large number of theoretical studies were made on magnetic monopoles, which
are very interesting mathematical entities. There still are many theoretical
works on Dirac MMs, on Intermediate mass and GUT Monopoles. There are
also many papers concerning possible monopoles bound in (hiding in) MM
states, as Dyons and on very light monopoles [05V1].
The present paper gives a bibliography of most recent publications on
monopoles recalling also the most significant early papers; it is an update
of the 2000 magnetic monopole bibliography [00G2]. This bibliography is
intended to contain all the experimental papers from year 2000 to may 2011
on the subject and only the main theoretical papers and those which have
specific experimental implications.
Experimental direct and indirect searches for classical Dirac monopoles at
accelerators and colliders and searches for MMs in the cosmic radiation were
and still are performed. By direct searches we intend detecting monopoles
immediately after their production in high-energy collisions, or in the cos-
mic radiation. Indirect searches for MMs include a variety of searches in
matter as for example, when analysing a piece of matter which was exposed
at an accelerator beam or at cosmic rays. Large neutrino telescopes also
performed searches for very fast, relativistic, Intermediate mass MMs using
the cherenkov light emitted in water or ice [05A3, 06V1, 07W3, 07W4, 10A1].
In the Particle Data Books have been reported regularly the magnetic
monopoles searches, for 2010 see [10N1], and also some review papers, for
2010 see [10M1].
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As a by-product of MM searches some experiments were able to set upper
limits on the flux of some other massive exotic particles such as nuclearites
and Q-balls. A few theoretical works and all experimental results are also
given in this bibliography [84D1, 85H1, 85P1, 97K1, 98K1, 99M1, 00B2,
00P2, 03K1, 05C1, 06P1, 07P1, 07T1, 08C2, 09G2, 09G2, 09S1, 10P1].
The experimental limits obtained for the cross section production of Dirac
monopoles at accelerators are shown in Fig.2. The 90% CL flux upper limits
set by searches for MMs in the cosmic radiation are given in Figs. 3, 4
and 5. Figs. 6 and 7 show histograms of the yearly number of papers on
MMs cited in the present database and given in the SPIRES-SLAC database
(papers considered contained “magnetic monopole”, “monopoles” or “dyon”
in the title or “magnetic monopole” as a keyword). Note that there is an
important difference between the number of papers in this database and the
SLAC database which at least implies that most papers are theoretical.
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Figure 2: Compilation of the cross section upper limits on classical Dirac
Monopole produced at fixed target accelerators and at colliders. Solid lines
are for direct experiments and dashed ones are for indirect experiments.



































Figure 3: The 90% CL direct upper limits vs β for GUT magnetic monopoles
with g = gD in the penetrating CR.
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Figure 4: Experimental 90% CL flux upper limits versus mass for MMs
with: a) β ∼ 0.05, b) β ∼ 0.8 at the detector level, as given from different
experiments.
Figure 5: 90% CL upper limits on fast intermediate mass MMs in the
cosmic radiation. The limits were obtained by large underground detec-
tors (MACRO) and very large neutrino telescopes (AMANDA, BAIKAL,
ANTARES). The dotted horizontal line at 10−15 cm−2s−1sr−1 is the Parker
phenomenological limit.
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Figure 6: Histogram of the yearly number of papers cited in the present
database.















Figure 7: Histogram of the yearly total number of papers on MMs (exper-
imental, theoretical, phenomenological), published between 2000 and May
2011, as given by the SPIRES-SLAC database.
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